CashComplete™

CashComplete POS Coin and CashComplete POS Note
For a closed and secure retail cash loop

YOUR WORLD COUNTS
CashComplete POS Note and Coin is SCAN COIN’s fully automated cash handling
solution for retail to minimize manual handling in the check-out lanes. It is a closed
end-to-end solution, securing the entire cash loop, from the checkout to the retailer’s
account, resulting in increased security, reduced costs and more flexibility. It significantly
reduces the risk of robberies and theft as the cashier does not have access to the cash
contributing to a safe working environment.
►► Intelligent cash flow control

►► Full connectivity to the unique
monitoring platform

►► Optimising the complete
cash flow

►► Optimising the complete cash flow

For a closed and secure retail cash loop
Let your customers pay quickly and easily with both coins and notes at the checkout. By using this secure
and closed point of sale system retailers will minimise the incidence of counterfeits, counting errors and
shrinkage. Recycling of coins and notes also makes sure you never run out of change.
Accurate counting providing
customer confidence

World-leading sensor technology counts the
coins and notes into the system, minimising
the risk of counting errors and shrinkage.
Recognizing and rejecting counterfeit coins
and notes is a vital function in a system
that automatically recycles cash from
one customer to the next. A store that
accepts and passes on counterfeit cash,
no matter how unwittingly, faces not only
economic loss but also, and perhaps more
damagingly, a sharp decline in customer
confidence. With its fine balance between
capacity and size, CashComplete® POS is
designed to fit existing counters, but has
been sensitively designed for both current
and future checkout styles. Every note
and coin can be recycled and cashback
becomes an option. CashComplete® POS
allows smooth integration with existing
EPOS applications.

Paying with coins

Paying with notes

Notes are inserted in a single slot, leading
to a compact unit for easy integration in the
checkout furniture. It also means that the
notes do not have to be sorted manually.
Many retailers choose to let the cashier
accept and pay the notes into the system.
However, with the high level of counterfeit
detection, it is possible to also integrate the
note unit as a customer-operated solution.

Monitored with CashComplete
POS Supervisor SW

The supervisor software enables you to
monitor the content and status of each
CashComplete POS by defining the
minimum and maximum content of each
“till”. CashComplete Supervisor SW also
stores all transactions from the tills and can
generate reports such as End Of Day
reports and transaction reports.position.
Maximize the value of your business and
benefit from best-in-class cash handling
technology and system.

Coins can be paid a handful at a time,
which speeds up the transaction. It also
encourages consumers to pay with coins,
helping retailers to avoid change shortfalls.
Typically, the recommendation is to face the
coin unit towards the consumer and coins
can be inserted while the goods are being
scanned.

Specification
Dimensions
Coin unit:
Width
Depth
Height
Weight

276.5 mm / 10.89”
296.0 mm / 11.65”
998.0 mm/ 39.29”
37.0 kg / 81.57 lbs

Note Unit:
Width
Depth
Height
Weight

222.2 mm / 8.75”
380.0 mm / 14.96”
842.0 mm / 33.15”
63.0 kg / 138.89 lbs

PC/Power unit:
Width
Depth
Height
Weight
Voltage

580.0 mm / 22.83”
224.0 mm / 8.82”
65.7 mm / 2.59”
6.0 kg / 13.23 lbs
200-240 V / 50 Hz

Capacity
Coins

Superior financial and operational control

Notes

CashComplete POS works seamlessly with the unique
monitoring software solution. It is the ultimate management
platform for superior financial and operational control of cash.
CashComplete is also connectable to any existing network and
can be monitored from any remote position. Benefit from bestin-class cash handling technology and system.

Reject rate

►► ERP integration
►► CIT integration
►► Report generation

Speed
Currencies

8 tubes with a capacity of up to 200
coins/tube
6 drums with a capacity of up to
100 notes/drum
Coins 2.00%
Notes 0.06%
3 notes/s
1 coin/s
Swedish krona (kr, SEK), Danish
krone (kr, DKK), Norwegian krone
(kr, NOK), Euro (€, EUR), Pound
sterling (£, GBP)

►► Financial control
►► Monitoring for maximum uptime
►► Automated reconciliations

The coins can be paid a
handful at a time

CashComplete™ is a product of SUZOHAPP
For more information visit www.cashcomplete.com

SCAN COIN’s patented
coin sensors guarantee
accurate counting and
sorting

